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ABSTRACT : 

in traditional financial system it has been assumed 
that, investors are smert, rational and they make right 
decisions at right time, with correct information at hand, 
but this ossumption is not true in reality. Behavioral finance 
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has arowng since 198Os cificaliy because of the 
obsenvatron thot nvestors rarely behave according to the 

assumptions made in truditional finance theory.This 

conceptual paper intends to studythe behovioral finance and 
its ascendancy in investment decision making and to find out the dijerence in traditional financial system 
and Behavioural Finance. 
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INTRODIICTION: 

Since md-1950s, the cash part has been overpowered by tie regular record show anade by the 
University of Chicago money related investigator. The local suspicion of the customary budgetary model 
is that individuals are ievelheaded. Standard fund speculations depend on suppositions that financlal 

specialists carry on soundly and that value and security markets are effective. Since the market analyst 

accepted that speculators carried on objectively when settling on money related choices, therapists 
discovered that nonetary choices are taken nonsensically, so they chalienge this theory that accounts 
are institutionalized. Subjective blunder and extraordinary passionate inclination can lead speculators 

to settle on terrible venture choices, which implies they act nonsensically. 
The field of fund was hesitant to acknowledge the sentiment of clinicians who had proposed the 

social money demonstrate. Analyst Daniel Kahneman and business master Vernon Stnith, who won the 

Nobel Prize in Economics in 2002, first plan to be lead linancing 1This was the minute wtien the money 

related business analyst started to trust that the financial specialist carries on unreasonably. Hunman 
minds process data utilizing alternate ways and enthusiastic channels even in venture decisions. lt is an 
endeavor to clarify how mental nmeasurements impact the financial specialist's speculatiou choices. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This is the descriptive type of research paper. In tlhis paper attempt has been made to study and 

understand the concept of behavioral finance, and its benefits to investment decislons. 
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